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LWCIRCUS.ORG - In 2016 LWCircus.org was founded - a non-profit multi-national Organisation 
based between Florence, Rome and Mexico City. The Organisation has embraced a worldwide 
network of practitioners, researchers and artists supporting the LWCircus Program.   
The new Program, born as an implemented and enhanced formula following to a re-reading of a 
series of workshops’s past experience, it is strictly operative and performance-based, strongly 
shared and multinational, between Mediterranean, Mexico and other Countries, created in 
collaboration with some International Universities and other Cultural Institutions.   
The LWCircus Program is focused on experimental methodologies and strategies based on social 
practices on the field, to enhance sensitive areas and redesign contemporary rural and urban 
landscape under transition in terms of environmental, social and economic aspects. LWCircus 
looks for alternative tools and devices to activate sustainable development and responsible action 
through operative shared workshops, by the direct involvement of local communities, minorities 
and well known international practitioners. The operative shared workshops stimulate the creation 
of a multicultural and interdisciplinary flow to exchange knowledge, information, attitudes, skills 
and real-world know-how through artistic expression and multiple forms of media. The outcomes 
aim to help result in integration, cultural and economic development for local inhabitants and 
minorities involved. The ArnoLab is a design workshop experience that engages internationally 
renowned practitioners from different disciplines (landscape architecture, dance and music, 
anthropology, art and architecture) in collaboration with international students and actors from the 
local community. The Workshop have been going for a first edition in the 2017, giving life to 
shared, operative, spontaneous works with a multidisciplinary and multicultural approach. 
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LWCircus-ArnoLab018| 23rd MAY - 3rd JUNE 2018 | LUNGARNO DI SANTA ROSA, Florence (IT) 
Shared practice strategies for natural areas preservation and  cultural landscape revaluation 
OPERATIVE WORKSHOP LW-CIRCUS | LANDSCAPE DESIGN METHODS BASED on SOCIAL PRACTICE  
SCIENTIFIC COORDINATION 
Annacaterina Piras + Chiara de’ Rossi | LWC Scientific Coordinators - IT  
INTERNATIONAL LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS & ARTISTS - TEAM LEADERS & LECTURERS: 
Henri BAVA | KIT- Agence Ter | Karlsruhe - Paris 
Simon BUSSIERE | University of Hawai’i | Mānoa 
Pedro CAMARENA | UNAM - LAAP + LWC-Mx | CDMX 
Walter HOOD | UC Berkeley - HOOD Design | Oakland 
Neville MARS | Cheng Architects + Dynamic City Foundation | Shanghai   
TUTORS & LOGISTIC REFERENTS  
Wassim CHAMOUN | Marina CIMATO | Natia KAPANADZE | Adjoa AKOFIO-SOWAH | Youli BEN | 
Sylla KADIALI | Jinbao ZHONG 
PHOTOGRAPHERS, VIDEO-MAKERS, SOUND ENGINEERING & PERFORMERS 
Chiara BALDI| Andrea FAGGIONI | Kazuhiro ISHIYAMA | Davood MADAPOOR   
SPECIAL GUESTS & GUESTS CRITIQUES Valentina GENSINI- Le Murate PAC| Florence + Tommaso 
SACCHI - EF18 | Florence + Anna LAMBERTINI - UNIFI | Florence + G. Mathias KONDOLF| LAEP, 
Berkeley University | Berkeley + Leslie HERNANDEZ | EUI-European University Institute - Florence 
+ Ila BEKA | LIVING ARCHITECTURES - Bordeaux-Paris + Mauro BARACCO | RMIT + Baracco & 
Wright - Melbourne| Jenny SABIN - Jenny Sabin Studio + Cornell University - Ithaca + Francesco 
CARERI + Giorgio DE FINIS | Stalker + MAAM - MACRO Asilo| Rome + Elisabetta Bianchessi | t12-
lab + Verdiacque | Milan. 
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I N S T I T U T I O N S I N T E R E S T E D , P A T R O N A G E S , P A R T N E R S &  COLLABORATIONS:  
COMUNE DI FIRENZE - QUARTIERE 4  
+  
MINISTERO AMBIENTE TUTELA TERRITORIO MARE - MATTM  
CONSORZIO DI BONIFICA 3 MEDIO VALDARNO - FIRENZE 
+ 
CONSIGLIO REGIONE TOSCANA +  
RAGGRUPPAMENTO CARABINIERI BIODIVERSITA’ 
REPARTO BIODIVERSITA’ DI VALLOMBROSA
+
RFK INTERNATIONAL HOUSE OF HUMAN RIGHTS + 
CONSORZIO OPERE DI MISERICORDIA  +  
ASSOCIAZIONE RONDINELLA DEL TORRINO 
+ 
TURENSCAPE ACADEMY  + MUSE + LE MURATE - PAC - 
PROGETTI ARTE CONTEMPORANEA + ARCHIVIO DI 
STATO DI FIRENZE   
The ArnoLab018 is part of  
EUROPEAN YEAR OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 2018 
# Europe for Culture 
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LWCircus-ArnoLab018 | 23rd MAY - 3rd JUNE 2018 | LUNGARNO DI SANTA ROSA, Florence 
Shared Operative Workshop to create Ephemeral Installations, as light urban furniture, staging 
points, temporary shelters, realized on site by the revisitation and assembling of recycled natural 
material transported by the changing River’s moods.  
A temporary international, multi cultural and multidisciplinary creative community will test in the 
field shared practices by using multimedia languages, artistic approaches and performative-
spontaneous attitudes in the specific urban context, with the direct involvement of local actors and 
public institutions responsible for the river's management and safeguard, looking for a RESILIENT 
and INCLUSIVE urban future, in terms of responsible cultural responsibility and sustainable 
development for the local community and the diverse minorities directly involved in each step of 
the operative shared process.  
PARTICIPATION FEE INCLUDES - food + accommodation + program + guided tours + insurance 
100 hours equivalent to 3 ETCS international credits will be certificated at the end of the workshop. 
DEADLINE to apply - 15th of MAY 2018.  
For application CV+ PORTFOLIO by mail @ apiras.lwcircus@gmail.com 
+INFO @  https://lwcircus.org/home/next/lwc-arnolab018/  
OFFICIAL LANGUAGES are English, Italian, Spanish and French; 
ACCOMMODATION @ RFK International Guest House - http://www.rfkitalia.org/descrizione-casa/ 
It is strongly recommended to bring comfortable fit, laptop, camera and videocamera, if students 
are accustomed to use them. It is strongly encouraged participation of students of architecture, 
landscape architecture and design, environmental science and botanic, as well as arts and video 
art students or participants that have cv in artistic fields and in particular on video-making. 
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LWCircus-ArnoLab018| Arno Riverbanks, Florence (IT) | 23rd MAY - 3rd JUNE 2018 
This experiential workshop, based on research in the field, looks for operative sharing methods in 
collaboration with local communities and their relationship and coexistence with environmentally 
sensitive areas; investigates shared practices; looks for devices able to give long-term life through 
sustainable development; works for a RESILIENT and INCLUSIVE urban future for the local 
community. It will represent an excellent opportunity for students that are looking to learn 
through a different way and methodology through designing sustainable cultural and sensitive 
landscapes, collaborating with different kinds of practitioners (as artists, architects, landscape 
architects, anthropologists, ethnographers or film directors) and people from the local community 
from multiple backgrounds and learning styles to gain mutually beneficial goals, achieving 
enrichment that benefits all participants involved in the experience.  
The workshop will be set on the banks of the Arno River in the Renaissance Florentine context and 
its main topic will be around the shared practice strategies in collaboration with the locals, 
looking to conserve the Riverbanks and its cultural landscape value. The students will start by 
researching and testing alternative methods working together with the locals community, Arno 
River Agency’s technicians, National Forestry Agency referents, creative experts, local artists and 
minorities, as political refugees and migrants living temporarily in the Florentine context.   
The students will have opportunity to fully immerse themselves in the field, inside the cradle of the 
Renaissance, working with locals on the topic of the cultural sustainability inside the sensitive area 
currently under transition in the middle of this historical centre (UNESCO heritage), where the 
intrinsic reality is a hyper-dynamic landscape due to the Arno river’s flows (in the 2016 was the 
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50th anniversary of last tragical flooding occurred in the 1966), now at a temporary equilibrium, 
that gives life to ephemeral situations, changing habitats of local wildlife and the local civic uses.   
The main purpose of this INTENSIVE workshop experience is to encourage students to use their 
acquired knowledge with different attitudes, as the anthropological survey and shared design 
process with the inhabitants; working sensitively and responsibly with the locals for a sustainable 
outcome, to rediscover a “sense of the place”. The outcome may result in a re-appropriation of the 
traditional way of living the Riverbanks, through a plausible common space, where different 
members of the community can interact, take ownership and manage the reconquered public 
space, without any kind of discrimination, rediscovering the living open space as medium and 
cohesion between the Community and minorities. The aim will be focused on the investigation 
around shared practices, through the involvement of multicultural and multi-disciplinary 
attitudes, looking for outcomes able to give life to long-term process in terms of cultural 
responsibility and sustainable uses for the local communities and minorities that will be directly 
involved during the operative Workshop.  
Under the guidance of the professors, local experts in environmental conservation strategies and 
local artistic-cultural conservation, the fully immersive experience will give students the 
opportunity to acquire precious knowledge and different attitudes in the sustainable design of 
cultural landscapes in semi-natural and culturally sensitive contexts. The students will have 
direct experience in this context - make measurements, interview local experts, survey on site, 
visit a historical cartographic library to appreciate the historical maps and iconographies; retrace 
the history of Arno river through the centuries; speak with Administrators and different Riverbank 
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users to collect precious information fundamental to prepare a Plan Guide and Micro Design 
proposals that will be discussed on-site by colleagues and international guest critics, resulting the 
base for the installations (light infrastructures, staging points, urban furniture) that will be 
realised during the Operative Workshop. The local Community and minorities interested by the 
LWC-ArnoLab018 will have a major role inside the workshop experiences and on the base of the 
quality of the established relationships, it will depend the final result in terms of shared design 
process and final realisations on site.  
LWC Program’s goal over the next years is to contribute in the training of self-sufficient 
community minorities through a different landscape design practice on site. This will continue 
with the LWC-ArnoLabs by enabling the local community to sustainably re-purpose a common 
equal and inclusive space inside the urban context selected.  
LIST OF TOPICS that will be dealt at LWCircus-ArnoLab018 Operative Shared Workshop: 
SURVEY TECHNIQUES - Topographic, graphic, photographic and video mapping, story telling, 
locals’s interviews; 
GRAPHIC RESTITUTION -techniques: cartographic and ethnographical methods, mental maps; 
SHARED PRACTICES - and CREATIVE APPROACHES: listening techniques and conflict’s creative 
management; 
ARTISTIC LANGUAGES - primitive art, medieval and renaissance, relational art, land art, visual art, 
performing and extemporaneous art approaches; 
SHARED DESIGN PROCESS -  partecipative strategies and other shared methods; 
OPERATIVE PRACTICES -“learning through making” + other cultural anthropology’s approaches; 
SELF-CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES -  eco-traditional building – sustainable approaches.  
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LWCircus-ArnoLab018| Arno Riverbanks, Florence (IT) | PROGRAM | 23rd MAY-3rd JUNE 2018
OPERATIVE WORKSHOP LW-CIRCUS | LANDSCAPE DESIGN METHODS BASED on SOCIAL PRACTICE 
+ 
ArnoLab’s REVIEW | Movies and Open Talks @ Le Murate PAC - Progetti Arte Contemporanea  
Wednesday | 2nd MAY | LWCircus- ArnoLab018 PREVIEW @ Le Murate - PAC | 5.00 to  7.00 pm 
Jenny SABIN | Jenny Sabin Studio + Cornell University | Ithaca  
                         “ LUMEN Project - Winner of Summer Program 2017 @MOMA PS1”  
Wednesday | 23rd MAY | LWCircus- ArnoLab018 Official OPENING  
@ Le Murate PAC | Progetti Arte Contemporanea | Firenze | 5.00 -7.30 pm 
Annacaterina PIRAS + Chiara de’ ROSSI | LWC-IT | Florence 
                         “LWCircus - Operative Shared Program. 
                           Shared Practices Strategies for Cultural Landscapes Valorization” 
Elisabetta Bianchessi | t12-lab + Verdiacque | Milan 
                          "Design for All for Design - Research and Action Projects" 
                     
_ WELCOME to the LWC-ArnoLab018 Participants + Workshop’s Presentation:  
_ INTRODUCTION of the International Landscape Architects | TEAM LEADERS 
   TUTORS + PHOTOGRAPHERS + PERFORMERS + LECTURES GUESTS; 
_ PREVIEW of  the OFFICIAL PROGRAM + GREETINGS to Administrators and Sponsors.  
DEFINITION OF WORKING GROUPS | 7.30 pm 
WELCOME BUFFET | 8.00pm 
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Thursday | 24th MAY | TOUR + SURVEY + ATELIER + ILARKS OPEN LECTURES 
ARNORIVER CARTOGRAPHIC + ICONOGRAPHIC EXPOSITION @ ARCHIVIO DI STATO| 9.00-11.00 am 
BOAT TOUR from PONTE VECCHIO to PESCAIA S. ROSA | 12.00 -1.00 pm 
PACKED LUNCH | 1.00-3.00 pm 
TORRINO S. ROSA - AREA SURVEY | 3.00-5.00 pm 
ATELIER | TEAM LEADERS project approaches | 5.00 pm-8.00 pm 
DINNER BUFFET at BISTROT | 8.00 pm 
ILARKS Open Lecture Series On Site | 9.00 - 10.00 pm 
Simon BUSSIERE | University of Hawai’i | Mānoa 
                       “ Representing Tropical Urban Ecology - MOVIE” 
                          International Landscape Architecture Seminar    
Friday | 25th MAY | TOUR+ SEMINARS on SITE + SURVEY + ATELIER + ILARKS OPEN LECTURES 
ARCHITECTURE CITY TOUR | 9.00 am-1.00 pm 
PACKED LUNCH | 1.00-3.00 pm 
LOCAL EXPERT SEMINARS on SITE + SURVEYS + LOCALS INTERVIEWS | 3.00-8.00 pm 
DINNER BUFFET at BISTROT | 8.00 pm 
ILARKS Open Lecture Series @ Le Murate PAC - Progetti Arte Contemporanea | 6.00 - 7.30 pm 
G. Mathias KONDOLF| LAEP - Berkeley University | Berkeley 
                         “The social connectivity of urban rivers” 
                           International Landscape Architecture Seminar 
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Saturday | 26th MAY | SEMINARS on SITE+ATELIER + ILARKS OPEN LECTURES 
ATELIER | Place & Landscape presentation + TLEADERS project approaches| 9.00 am-11.00 pm 
LOCAL EXPERT SEMINARS on SITE + SURVEYS + LOCALS INTERVIEWS | 11.00 am-1.00 pm 
PACKED LUNCH - BREAK | 1.00-3.00 pm 
ATELIER | WORKING on Projects - Definition of MICRODESIGN | 3.00-8.00 pm 
DINNER BUFFET at BISTROT | 8.00 pm 
ILARKS Open Lecture Series @ Le Murate PAC - Progetti Arte Contemporanea | 6.00 - 7.30 pm 
Mauro BARACCO | RMIT + Baracco & Wright | Melbourne  
                          “ XVI Biennial of Architecture - Australian Pavillion” 
                           International Landscape Architecture Seminar 
                       
Sunday | 27th MAY | EXCURSIONS + ATELIER + ILARKS OPEN LECTURES 
VALLOMBROSA Forest Tour + Wood Deposit Visit | 9.00 -1.00 pm 
PACKED LUNCH - Break | 1.00 - 3.00 pm 
ATELIER |  Working on the projects for PUBLIC MID-PRESENTATION| 6.00 - 8.00 pm 
DINNER BUFFET at BISTROT | 8.00 pm 
ILARKS Open Lecture Series On Site | 9.00 - 10.00 pm 
Pedro CAMARENA | UNAM - LAAP + LWC-MX | CDMX            
                       “LWCircus MayLab018- Official Presentation + 
                           La Ruta de l’Amistad Landscape Restoration” 
                         International Landscape Architecture Seminar 
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Monday | 28th MAY | ATELIER + PUBLIC MID PRESENTATION + ILARKS OPEN LECTURES 
PUBLIC MID-PRESENTATION to LOCALS and ADMINISTRATIONS | 9.00 - 1.00 am  
PACKED LUNCH - Break | 1.00 - 3.00 pm 
ATELIER | Organization of materials and logistic for installations making | 3.00 - 7.00 pm 
DINNER BUFFET at BISTROT | 8.00 pm 
ILARKS Open Lecture Series @ Le Murate PAC - Progetti Arte Contemporanea | 9.00 - 10.00 pm 
Neville Mars | Cheng Architects + Dynamic City Foundation | Shanghai 
                          “ The future of urban planning in China: a model of evolutionary renewal”                       
                           International Landscape Architecture Seminar  
Tuesday | 29th MAY | FIELD WORK - REALIZING INSTALLATIONS + ILARKS OPEN LECTURES 
WORKING onsite I Realizing Installations | 9.00 - 1.00 pm 
PACKED LUNCH - Break | 1.00 - 3.00 pm 
WORKING onsite I Realizing Installations | 3.00 - 8.00 pm 
DINNER BUFFET at BISTROT | 8.00 pm 
ILARKS Open Lecture Series @ Le Murate PAC - Progetti Arte Contemporanea | 6.00 - 7.30 pm 
Henri BAVA | KIT- Agence Ter | Karlsruhe - Paris 
                       “RESILIENT LANDSCAPES: The Loire’s Embankments Project” 
                    International Landscape Architecture Seminar
                                                
Wednesday | 30th MAY | FIELD WORK - REALIZING INSTALLATIONS + ILARKS OPEN LECTURES 
WORKING onsite I Realizing Installations | 9.00 - 1.00 pm 
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PACKED LUNCH - Break | 1.00 - 3.00 pm 
WORKING onsite I Realizing Installations | 3.00 - 8.00 pm 
DINNER BUFFET at BISTROT | 8.00 pm 
ILARKS Open Lecture Series @ Le Murate PAC - Progetti Arte Contemporanea | 6.00 - 7.30 pm 
Walter HOOD | UC Berkeley + HOOD Design | Oakland  
                          “Expanding The Landscape of Justice”
                            International Landscape Architecture Seminar 
                        
Thursday | 31st MAY | FIELD WORK - REALIZING INSTALLATIONS + ILARKS OPEN LECTURES 
WORKING onsite I Realizing Installations | 9.00 - 1.00 pm 
PACKED LUNCH - Break | 1.00 - 3.00 pm 
WORKING onsite I Realizing Installations | 3.00 - 8.00 pm 
DINNER BUFFET at BISTROT | 8.00 pm 
ILARKS Open Lecture Series @ Le Murate PAC - Progetti Arte Contemporanea | 9.00 - 10.00 pm 
Ila BEKA | LIVING ARCHITECTURES| Bordeaux-Paris 
                           "Voyage autour de la Lune - MOVIE”   
                             International Landscape Architecture Seminar  
Friday | 1st JUNE | FIELD WORK - REALIZING INSTALLATIONS + ILARKS OPEN LECTURES 
WORKING onsite I Realizing Installations | 9.00 - 1.00 pm 
PACKED LUNCH - Break | 1.00-3.00 pm 
WORKING onsite I Realizing Installations | 3.00 - 8.00 pm 
DINNER BUFFET at BISTROT | 8.00 pm 
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ILARKS Open Lecture Series @ Le Murate PAC - Progetti Arte Contemporanea | 6.00 - 7.30 pm 
Francesco CARERI + Giorgio DE FINIS | Stalker + MAMM - MACRO Asilo| Rome  
                        “Walkscapes + MAAM - Museo dell'Altro e dell'Altrove di Metropoliz - MOVIES”                        
Saturday | 2nd JUNE | INSTALLATIONS FINAL TOUR + CLOSING LWCircus-ArnoLab018 |  
Lungarno S. Rosa - NEW INSTALLATIONS OPENING | 3.30 - 6.00 pm 
1st GROUP | Walter HOOD | 3.30 - 4.00 pm - 2nd GROUP | Henri BAVA | 4.00 - 4.30 pm - 3rd 
GROUP | Neville MARS | 4.30 - 5.00 pm - 4th GROUP | Pedro CAMARENA | 5.00 - 5.30 pm - 5th 
GROUP |  Simon BUSSIERE | 5.30 - 6.00 pm. 
CRITIQUES GUESTS | 6.00 - 7.00 pm 
Valentina GENSINI - MUSE | Florence + Tommaso SACCHI - EF18 | Florence + Anna LAMBERTINI - 
UNIFI | Florence + Marianela PORRAZ - LANDUUM | Merida + Leslie HERNANDEZ - EUI-European 
University Institute | Florence +  Francesco CARERI + Giorgio DE FINIS - Stalker + MAMM /MACRO 
Asilo| Rome + Marco BOTTINO - CB3MV’s President | Florence + Alessia BETTINI - Environment - 
Florentine Administration | Florence + Federica FRATONI - Environment -Tuscany Region | 
Florence + Elena PERILLI & Maurizio MANICURE - National Forestry Agency | ROME  
CERTIFICATE OF PARTICIPATION CEREMONY | 7.00 - 8.00 pm 
LWCIRCUS-ARNOLab018 - II EDITION | CONCLUSION 
GREETINGS to PARTICIPANTS, ADMINISTRATORS, ACADEMIC PARTNER and SUPPORTERS 
PESCAIA - TORRINO S.ROSA | BUFFET + FINAL PARTY | 9.00 - 23.00 pm  
Sunday | 3rd JUNE | DEPARTING FROM FLORENCE 
DEPARTURE TO FLORENCE P. AIRPORT from SMN Train Station - from 6.00 am every 30 minutes 
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REPORT - LWCircus-ArnoLab017| Florence, 21st-30th September 2017 - Florence (IT) 
Shared practice strategies for natural areas preservation and  cultural landscape revaluation 
OPERATIVE WORKSHOP LW-CIRCUS | LANDSCAPE DESIGN METHODS BASED on SOCIAL PRACTICE  
SCIENTIFIC COORDINATION 
Annacaterina Piras + Chiara de’ Rossi | LWC Scientific Coordinator - IT 
INTERNATIONAL LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS & ARTISTS - TEAM LEADERS & LECTURERS: 
Lorenzo BRUSCI | Musst | Berlin 
Karin HELMS | ENSP | Versailles 
Walter HOOD | UC Berkeley -  HOOD Design | Oakland 
Perry  LETHLEAN | T.C.L. | Melbourne + Adelaide 
Pedro CAMARENA | UNAM - LAAP + LWC-Mx | CDMX 
Christiane SFEIR | MAPE - LU | Beirut  
TUTORS & LOGISTIC REFERENTS  
Alberto COLLET | Sarkis KOURJIAN | Marina CIMATO | Wassim CHAMOUN | Daniela KONYK 
PHOTOGRAPHERS, VIDEO-MAKERS, SOUND ENGINEERING & PERFORMERS 
Chiara BALDI | Andrea FAGGIONI | Davood MADAPOOR | Valter NERI | Matia FABBRI | GIGI ZERBETTO |
Tozim the ZIMBABWEBIRD  
SPECIAL GUESTS & GUESTS CRITIQUES  - Valentina GENSINI - MUSE | Florence + Tommaso 
SACCHI - EF17 | Florence + Marianela PORRAZ - LANDUUM | Mx + Aldo PIOMBINO - UNIFI | 
Florence + Anna LAMBERTINI - UNIFI | Florence + G. Mathias KONDOLF| LAEP, Berkeley 
University | Oakland + Diane ARCHIBALD | ICOMOS - UNESCO Expert | Canada + Leslie 
HERNANDEZ | EUI-European University Institute | Florence + Marco BOTTINO | CB3MV’s President 
+ Carlo CHIAVACCI | National Forestry Agency | Florence. 
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The  EXPERIENTIAL WORKSHOP, based on research in the field, looking for operative sharing 
methods in collaboration with local communities and their relationship and coexistence with 
environmentally sensitive areas, investigated  shared practices,  looking for devices able to give 
long-term life through sustainable development, working for a RESILIENT and INCLUSIVE urban 
future for the local community.  
The workshop, set on the banks of the Arno River in the Renaissance Florentine context, has been 
focused among shared practice strategies in collaboration with the locals, looking to conserve the 
Riverbanks and its cultural landscape value. The students started by researching and testing 
alternative methods working together with the locals community, Arno River Agency’s technicians, 
National Forestry Agency referents, creative experts, local artists and minorities, as political 
refugees and migrants living temporarily in the Florentine context. 
The students had the opportunity to fully immerse themselves in the field, inside the cradle of the 
Renaissance, working with locals on the topic of the cultural landscapes sustainability inside the 
sensitive area, currently under transition in the middle of this historical centre (UNESCO heritage), 
where the intrinsic reality is a hyper-dynamic landscape due to the Arno river’s flows (in the 2016 
was the 50th anniversary of last tragical flooding occurred in the 1966), now at a temporary 
equilibrium, that gives life to ephemeral situations, changing habitats of local wildlife and the local 
civic uses. 
The main purpose of the  INTENSIVE  experience has been to encourage students to use their 
acquired knowledge with different attitudes, as the anthropological survey and shared design 
process with the inhabitants; working sensitively and responsibly with the locals for a sustainable 
outcome, to rediscover a “sense of the place”. The outcome resulted in a re-appropriation of the 
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traditional way of living the Riverbanks, through a plausible common space, where different 
members of the community interacted, taking ownership and managing the reconquered public 
space, without any kind of discrimination, rediscovering the living open space as medium and 
cohesion between the community and its minorities. The main stategy has been centered on the 
shared practices, through the involvement of multicultural and multi-disciplinary attitudes, looking 
for outcomes able to give life to long-term process in terms of cultural responsibility and 
sustainable uses for the local communities and minorities directly involved during the operative 
Workshop.  
Under the guidance of the professors, local experts in environmental conservation strategies and 
local artistic-cultural conservation, the fully immersive experience gave students the opportunity 
to acquire precious knowledge and different attitudes in the sustainable design of cultural 
landscapes in the semi-natural and culturally sensitive context. The students made direct 
experience in the context – they made measurements, interviewed local experts, survey on site, 
visited the Cartographic Archive to appreciate the historical maps and iconographies; they retraced 
the history of Arno river through the centuries; spoke with Administrators and different Riverbank 
users to collect the precious information fundamental to prepare the Plan Guide and Micro Design 
proposals, discussed on-site by colleagues and international guest critics, till give life to a series of 
installations (light infrastructures, staging points, urban furniture) that were realized during the 
Operative Workshop. The local Community and minorities interested by the LWC-ArnoLab had the 
major role inside the workshop experiences and thanks to the high quality of the established 
relationships, the Creative Community gave life to a vivid shared design process till the final 
realisations on site. 
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RESULTS | The LWCircus  shared process among Arno river banks ArnoLab017,  gave life to a 
series of ephemeral installations and performances realized by recycling of natural elements 
collected on site coming from the natural Resource, thanks to the skills and attitudes of the 
participants to the Activity. A group of selected young refugees, temporary hosted in the Florentine 
context by the Consorzio delle Misericordie della Toscana, invited to join the international creative 
group, worked profusely highly animated to design and realize the series of installations, sharing 
wishing and hopes with the rest of international participants and the locals, becoming temporary 
part of the local community and starting a process of social inclusion that gave life to successive 
opportunity for further inclusion on the local realities. The locals, sharing the process in 
conceiving and realizing the works, started in look at the others in different way, transmuting the 
concept of others in the feeling of us, by the sharing of the entire process. 
                              
THE FLOOD’S MEMORY | The Arno river Project is about rethinking the future, what we are going 
to do with our cities and how we can shape a new form of urban development more resilient, 
empower, collective and for everyone. In the Magnificent Florence, just fifty years ago there was a 
flooding that risked to represent the end of the Renaissance heritage, with a lot of people 
organized so quick to save human most precious values. The arrow installation, with the CURVED 
RED LINE STICKS is to reminds us that natural meandering shape that has the River on the past 
and how sometimes it flows free in-land without create human risk. The curved line create a point 
of view stage, as an opportunity for reconsider our future, invites us to be more reflexive, to think 
and consider when will return again the strongest forces of this nature. The ARROWS are simple 
pieces, shaped and trimmed on site and are aligned to show us the eventual elevation of water. 
The arrow recreates this idea of a rise up level of water and forces our minds to rethink the City. 
The red curved line, made by Wood thin sticks, reminds us the natural flow the river had once and 
how water can will return the stream to the original shape. 
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RESULTS | THE BORDER IS STATE OF MIND - Solidarity Strategies 
By the performance, built during the 10 days of workshop and performed live by Lorenzo Brusci in 
collaboration with Tozim de Zimbawerbird, Valter Neri and the ArnoLab Participants, the group 
had put on stage a new format to train on global community building on the Arno river with some 
African refugees, international students and professors, local citizens, and various local 
Institutions. The value of the workshop can be recognized in being a living guide for active policies, 
that once constantly driven and implemented, could change forever the way we define and pre-
judge migrants and diversity, and their deeper strategic meaning. By the rediscovery of the Natural 
Resource's meaning, as ephemeral landscape for excellence, metaphor of the contemporary 
realities suffering to a proper whirl, constantly in changing, the PROCESS put on field, wants to 
elect the deputed place to a privileged point of view, from where analyze and better understand 
how to valorize the memory of the place, as common value and real glue between the local 
Community and the different minorities.    
THE BORDER IS STATE OF MIND | “We should all overcome. Borders explicitly express the human 
natural attitude to subdivide chances and potentials. Dividing is for humans structural and 
essential, biologically and clanistically wiring strategies to pragmatics and oppression. Ethics is 
the alternative.The Right to a descent life. The Right to personal development. The Right to actively 
contribute to an inclusive world. Justice is not an option, is an evolutionary necessity. 
Our Sound Spatial performance explores the River as the constant flow of solidarity practices and 
rituals, human cultures. Persons from Nigeria, Mali, Senegal, Lebanon, Armenia, Italy, Syria, 
Mexico. Meet and Share memories and wishes, believing the act of Sharing and Creating. Is the 
Model that drives our dance into a Wider Ecology”.  
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RESULTS - NOAH’S ARK – THE RED  RAFT | The installation, made on site by the close 
collaboration of the National Forestry Agency workers with the participants, consists in a 
composition made by a raft and a balcony positioned on the middle of Arno river in the direction of 
the Piazza della Signoria's Arnolfo Tower, one of the emblematic landmarks of the City. The 
artifact, literally composed on site by the participants directed by Pedro Camarena and Chiara de’ 
Rossi, united with the expertise of the National Forestry carpenters, by the assembling of the wood 
coming from Vallombrosa Forest ( 40 km from Florence), it is composed by 3 elements: The 
balcony, the raft and the “papirus nobilis" appositely reproduced and coming from the nursery of 
National Forestry Agency (Reparto Biodiversità di Vallombrosa, San Piero a Sieve). The 2 artifacts, 
the balcony and the raft, with a weight of 250 kg, has been assembled and painted on site, to be 
respectfully, positioned and laid on the water, thanks to the efforts of more then 20 participants, 
between international students ,  locals and the minorities that attended  the Program.  
THE RED RAFT means a piece of freedom, but also this point of view that allows everybody to take 
a look for the past and future. The future of urban resilient cities or the imminent destructions of 
that cities that keep going in the same way from many years to come. It remains the Noah´s Ark, 
and a new renaissance of urban and humankind, the flooding tourists, people arriving from 
everywhere, the immigrants and refugees, tolerance and hope of a collective space rather than the 
private ones. The red raft must be a sign that create confusion and questions of all the people that 
goes along but not inside the river. It moves with flows of water and keep going within this slowly 
move.  
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RESULTS | Trying to test the boundaries of the Discipline, looking to find as much as possible an 
interaction with the other correlated topics as art, design, architecture, as well as anthropology, 
sociology together with science, biology, geology, among the others, but also taking in 
consideration the politics, international cooperation and environmental and human resources 
management studies, that could help in shaping a new declination inside our traditional practice,  
the AnoLab017 open air creative workshop, wanted to stimulate and activate a new perspective 
that approach the traditional practitioner toward a figure of a “landscape's facilitator”, 
transforming the landscape architect in a sort of translator, acting as mediator between all 
referents interested in the landscape, be they local people, temporary communities, local 
Administrations, Civil Protection, Forest Rengers or even the Military Forces that had supported 
the experience.   
ROOTS BUDS | What we think we know as a caper is a bud which is not yet opened. As the shoots 
grow they form their buds and within fourteen days the bud flourishes. The caper plant grows 
spontaneously all over the Mediterranean territory. It is a spontaneous fruit that grows on the 
limestone cliffs, in the crags, on a old wall. It is a heliophilic plant with very limited water 
requirements. They are plants adapted to live in environments characterized by long period of 
decease, arid and desert climate e on saline high salt deposits. The xerophytic adaptations slow 
down the perspiration and the loss of water that permit the survival in critical conditions for very 
long period. We would like to invite everyone to came to the banks of the river Arno and re-
appropriate themselves with natural resources, coming back to pick up capers as was done in the 
recent past when Florentine people used to ask for this the granting of Regional Property Office 
(Demanio Regionale).
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